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New Finds

Yes, there are those things we need and those we simply love.
But celebrated stylist Ann Caruso has picked 5 finds for readers that seem
to be both. Offering empowering style and much more.

Fabric-Infused Sneaker

“We will see a fresh take on sneakers this season.
Fashion and shoe designers are mixing fabrications
from tweeds, twill, leather canvas and lace.”
(Via Spiga Women’s Shoe, $195, viaspiga.com)

Wearable Technology

“Fashion designers are getting into wearable
technology and making it chic and easy to wear.
This bracelet is a portable charger for synching and
charging your Apple devices.” (Rebecca Minkoff
Notification Bracelet, $120, Nordstrom)

Bohemian

“The Bohemian trend was seen on many designer runways.
I love this tunic to wear with skirts, jeans, leather and wide leg
pants. It’s also great to pack up for holidays at the beach!”
(Irving & Fine Peasant Top, $525, irvingandfine.com)

A Message from

Chevrolet malibu
QUIET STRENGTH. The
2015 Chevrolet MALIBU
OFFERS A SMOOTH, REFINED
RIDE AND INNOVATIVE STOP/
START TECHNOLOGY THAT
CAN SHUT OFF THE ENGINE
WHEN YOU STOP (SAVING
GAS*), THEN START IT AGAIN—
AUTOMATICALLY.

chevrolet malibu

Today’s midsize sedan buyer wants it all! And MALIBU
delivers, with a “2.5-liter inline four-cylinder base
engine that is state of the art,” notes Car and Driver.
Couple that with undeniable good looks and reliable
connectivity of the available 4G LTE Wi-Fi** for a
driving experience you’ll want over and over.
* EPA-estimated MPG city/highway 25/36
**Requires compatible device, active OnStar service, and data plan. See onstar.com
for system details and limitations.

Gingham

“I love gingham and it was seen all over the runway.
These are eco-friendly, made with 100% recycled PCW
chlorine-free paper and come with matching kraft envelopes.
It’s a great way to reconnect or to send a thank-you.”
(Ferme à Papier Foil Aqua and White Gingham Hello Card,
$5 each or $8 for 20; fermeapapier.com)

